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Welcome to the silly season in compliance.

 

In the last few weeks, my email and Twitter DM have lit up with messages from chief ethics and compliance officers (CECOs) and

others in my networks—all in response to a recent flurry of commentary about a company’s compliance function: where it should

report, why it should not be independent or have a seat at the table, what makes a “good CECO” and, oh yes, our gender distribution.

 

Next thing you know they will be writing about our shoe sizes. But this I say to hard-working CECOs: Keep calm and soldier on.

 

Lately the profile of the CECO has risen in the media, so all this attention is not a surprise. Given an increasingly perilous corporate

landscape, heightened regulation, global enforcement and an emerging acknowledgment that mere window dressing is not enough,

companies are finally getting serious about compliance. Demand has outstripped supply, and CECOs are regularly beingelevated to

the C-suite in positions structured for success.

 

Evidently, this makes some people unhappy. As former prosecutor Michael Volkov has warned here and here, the rise of the CECO

will not come without controversy:

“General Counsels, Internal Auditors, Human Resource professionals are not going to accept the elevation of compliance

professionals lying down . . . When one position rises, others are sure to be jealous or want to see failure.”

 

What Volkov describes is a common behavioral phenomenon unscientifically called “crabs in a barrel.” Instead of collectively raising

our companies and each other up to prevent and detect compliance and ethics problems, some want to engage us in a useless “king of

the hill” debate, like a barrel of live crabs yanking back the first crab to reach for the top. It’s distracting, a waste of energy and 100

percent predictable.

 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/10/09/usa-banks-compliance-idUSL1N0HR2CG20131009
http://www.corpcounsel.com/id=1202592518804/Making-the-CCO-an-Independent-Voice-in-the-C-Suite
http://www.corpcounsel.com/id=1202592518804/Making-the-CCO-an-Independent-Voice-in-the-C-Suite
http://corruptioncrimecompliance.com/2013/08/the-chief-compliance-officer-as-a-corporate-leader/
http://corruptioncrimecompliance.com/2014/03/ccos-be-careful-what-you-ask-for-you-just-may-have-it/


To this I respond: Keep calm and soldier on. The mandate of the chief compliance officer has never been so complex and demanding.

Having achieved some recognition for the independence, empowerment, seat at the table, line of sight and resources that they need to

succeed, CECOs cannot afford to lose focus.

 

We are aware that some uninformed commentators continue to misrepresent the independent CECO as somehow splitting

“organizational risk” from “legal risks” (not true), or otherwise separating the GC from the ownership of legal risks (wrong on so

many levels), or the CECO dispensing legal advice (yikes!) or—wait for it—compliance professionals as mad scientists, maniacally

creating duplicate subject matter experts (now that one is just plain silly).

 

And of course, we’ve seen the many attempts over the years to trivialize compliance as merely “operational” and “process

integration” rather than a critical control and advisory function, with unfiltered access to the board of directors, that it must be. To any

companies tempted to marginalize compliance in this manner, good luck and Godspeed.

 

We also note the recurrent use of “straw man” arguments to distract from the real issues (“Who are you calling unethical? Ethics is at

the core of all we do! We have a code of professional responsibility!”). And just to keep it interesting, we have the latest “hot” media

narrative, drawn from a single survey, that compliance seems to be dominated by women (oh really?).

 

It’s all noise. Keep calm and soldier on.

 

Enlightened boards and executives, including forward-thinking GCs and CECOs (not to mention prosecutors, regulators, policy-

makers, investors and elected officials like Iowa Republican Sen. Chuck Grassley), understand that a “separate but equal” positioning

for compliance is an important check and balance for the organization.

 

So many companies have gotten the memo that we’ve seen a steady momentum of CECOs moving out of the legal department

(according to PwC, a drop from 37 percent in 2011 to 28 percent in 2013), with at least five big banks in a rowfollowing suit. Tom

Rollauer, former chief compliance officer of Citigroup Inc., who is now also a director at Deloitte & Touche LLP, says that the

CECO is“typically, an official member of the C-suite.” The drumbeat continues with a 2013 Association of Corporate Counsel survey

finding 39 percent of its CECOs reporting to the CEO and only 36 percent to the GC.

 

We will continue to remind companies of the need to structure CECO jobs, and by extension the entire compliance program, for

success. While we’re at it, let’s also call a “ceasefire” on experts who have never spent a day in the job, telling CECOs what they

should talk about. This is a debate worth having.

 

Legal, audit and HR, among other company functions, are key enabling partners to compliance with critical mandates and day jobs of

their own. An independent compliance function promotes close collaboration, constant communication and engagement with sibling

functions to create the right balance of compliance structures, subject matter experts, risk owners and empowered employees.

 

But as we know, when everyone is responsible for feeding the dog, the dog starves. The independent CECO is the leader and subject

matter expert of what makes a program more than “window dressing”—and they won’t always agree with legal about that. Their

mission is to work across the organization, overseeing a holistic compliance program that breaks down silos and closes gaps— and

http://compliancestrategists.com/csblog/2014/04/01/structuring-chief-ethics-compliance-officer/
http://compliancestrategists.com/csblog/2014/04/01/structuring-chief-ethics-compliance-officer/
http://www.corpcounsel.com/id=1202649072313
http://www.grassley.senate.gov/releases/2003/p03r09-08.htm
http://www.pwc.com/us/en/risk-management/2013-state-compliance-survey.jhtml
http://www.corpcounsel.com/id=1202590410783/Big-Banks-Giving-the-CCO-a-Seat-at-the-Table
http://www.deloitte.com/view/en_US/us/Insights/Browse-by-Content-Type/podcasts/a8f8676d52c47310VgnVCM3000001c56f00aRCRD.htm
http://www.rand.org/pubs/conf_proceedings/CF258.html
http://www.rand.org/pubs/conf_proceedings/CF258.html
http://www.corpcounsel.com/id=1202648799915


keeps everyone, including legal, rowing in the same direction.

 

Considering the relative youth of our profession, and the reluctance of some to hear an independent compliance voice in the C-suite,

we can expect some rocks to be thrown.

 

It’s okay. Keep calm and soldier on.

 

The nice way to say it is: some of these comments come from an imperfect understanding of the mandate of compliance, and a

limited view of how a modern compliance program should be designed and implemented. More than two decades of successes and

failures have given birth to a separate profession with specialized competencies, priorities, expertise and mandate, and a robust

methodology for managing compliance and ethics risks. It’s not your father’s compliance.

 

Compliance is not a subset of legal any more than internal audit is a subset of finance. As time goes on, companies that elevate and

empower their CECOs will see the benefits of those wise decisions.

 

As Roy Snell, chief executive officer of The Society of Corporate Compliance and Ethics, has observed: “Our profession was created

because those who came before us failed to look for, find and fix problems.”

 

So on we go. More rocks will be thrown. We may sometimes feel like crabs in a barrel. But CECOs know their mission and must

calmly soldier on.
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